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ARES DATABASE UPDATE:  Starting this coming Saturday (August 15th and 16th) 

the GAARES.ORG web site will be off line and moved to a new server at a 

different physical location.  This move is part of the preparation for 

implementing the new database application (more on this down the paragraph).  

During this migration GAARES.ORG and ARRL-GA will not be available for 

access.  While we don’t expect it to be down the entire weekend, it will be 

unavailable as we perform the move and set up.  In addition, propagating the 

new IP address throughout the Internet may take some time.  It should 

generally be available on Monday the 17th.  Just to be clear, the first part 

of this activity is only to move the current GAARES.ORG web site to a new 

server.  Nothing will change in terms of its applications.  However, two 

weeks later (August 29th and 30th) we will implement the new version of the 

ARES database.  During this time you can expect that the ARES database will 

not be available as we configure and test it.  The ARES database is the only 

change taking place.  The reporting system, the leadership roster, and the 

ARRL-GA web site will remain the same.  As with all software systems there 

can be unexpected issues.  We have alternative plans in place to use the 

Labor Day weekend as a backup date should we need to take additional action.  

Wish us luck.  I’ll try to follow up with status announcements along the way.  

Register your Winlink address with WX4GMA by sending an E-mail requesting 

ARES database update and we’ll send out updates at period intervals as net 

traffic. 

 

 

DIGITAL PRACTICE:  If you are interested in getting some practice or further 

experience with the Georgia ARES standard digital applications and protocols, 

Frank Dean (K4SJR) DEC for Northwest has organizing an enhanced and expanded 

approach to the Sunday digital net that starts at 5pm and for the Northwest 

digital net on Tuesday evenings at 7:30pm.  If you are brand new to Winlink, 

FLDigi, or D-RATS, or you want to get some additional experience, this is a 

good opportunity to improve your understanding and use of these applications.  

If you are just starting out, you can just simply monitor the RF traffic on 

PSK and learn how to operate FLDigi and get more comfortable with it.  While 

this practice net is in its second week, you can start any time.  Just 

indicate you are starting out.  Here is the net information: 

Winlink net beginning Sunday afternoons at 4pm until 6pm:  Send a Winlink 

message (E-mail) to WX4GMA and indicate you want to participate in the 

digital net practice net.  Everyone that checks into WX4GMA will be sent a 

Winlink email reply.  Each Winlink E-mail message will have a task and the 

task will vary from week-to-week. If you would like to participate, follow 

the instructions contained in the Winlink E-mail message.  We will pass 

traffic in the body of a Winlink email, by telnet (telnet is used to send E-

mail over the Internet), RMS Packet (VHF) or Winmor (HF) (these are the RF 

ways to send Winlink E-mail).  Here are some example tasks: 

 

 

Copy and paste to the state PSK net (Sunday afternoon beginning at 5pm).   

Send messages using an ICS-213 form (using the companion to FLDigi called 

FLMsg).   

Send the messages by Winlink, PSK31, PSK125, D-STAR, or D-RATS using either 

local VHF/UHF nets or by HF.   

In the messages there will be information about D-RATS, FLDigi, and Winlink.  

In addition, there will be links to educational Yahoo Groups, YouTube and 

help from Digital modes software.  You are not required to respond 



immediately to received practice messages.  You can do that later in the week 

on the other digital nets. 

 

 

The Sunday FLDigi net starting at 5pm until 6pm:  This net meets on 3583 

offset 1000 and uses PSK31 and will practice with other modes such as PSK125.  

Practice forms, such as ICS form 213, will also be sent at times during this 

net. 

 

 

The Tuesday evening Northwest District FLDigi net at 7:30pm until 8pm or 

until check-ins are exhausted.  This net meets on 3583 offset 1500 and begins 

with PSK125 and will practice with other modes such as PSK125R among others.  

In addition, this net will break participants out into traffic practice nets 

(using higher or lower offsets) and transmit and receive FLmsg forms such as 

ICS form 213.   

 

 

If you need help getting started or moving forward, you contact Tom 

kg4vub@arrl or Frank k4sjr@arrl. 

 

 

THE PREPARATION FOR THE SET:  On August 19th part of the ARES leadership team 

will meet with the State of Georgia Department of Public Health (DPH) at the 

Red Cross headquarters office in Atlanta.  This is the State Agency that 

oversees the County Public Health Offices and their parent District Offices.  

We will be giving several presentations in the morning to the State and 

District DPH leadership, answering their questions and then participating in 

a table top exercise during the afternoon.  Along with other State agencies 

(I.E. GEMA, GSP, etc.) we will be answering questions posed to us during the 

course of the table top to assess our responses.  Part of the objective of 

this table top and the SNS (Strategic National Stockpile) (SET) drill is for 

ARES to learn about DPH and visa versa.  Some Georgia county ARES groups have 

already been participating or working with their county DPH or District 

office to one degree or another.  Lynn Bianco (KN4YZ – DSec) has completed a 

draft of the SET overview that will undergo updating following the August 

19th table top and some final tweaking.  Because the SNS drill/SET is in 

November during the week and the Sunday leading up to the drill we are 

looking at the possibility of having a mini-SET on our traditional SET 

weekend (first weekend in October).  We’re still assessing that and will have 

a better idea after our meeting with DPH.  Look for follow up on SET 

planning. 

 

 

That’s the news stuff.  I appreciate your notes and comments in your monthly reports.  I’m 

hearing about a number of new repeaters or repeaters that are being updated to include digital 

capability.  Please continue to let us know what goes on in your county.  If you have an Echolink node on 

your repeater, please let me know especially if you use it during one of your nets.  Take care. 

David AG4ZR, Section Emergency Coordinator 


